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The Place-names of Somerset
Birmingham Historical Society
Have you ever wanted to
calculate the predicted peak
flow for one of your asthmatic
patients without spending
valuable minutes searching for
that confounded little slide
rule gizmo? Wouldn’t it be
great if you could somehow
remember all Mrs. Jones’
medications when the nursing
home calls to see if it’s OK to
treat her acutely elevated
blood pressure with some
atenolol? Handheld computers
are emerging as the
stethoscopes of the twenty-
first century, and no clinician

should be without this essential
tool. These small, easy-to-use
devices are now powerful enough
to help clinicians manage
information and make medical
decisions at the point of care.
This comprehensive how-to guide
targets all levels of handheld
computer users, from novices to
experts, and demonstrates how to
make the most of handheld
computers in any medical
practice. Designed with easy-to-
understand, hands-on exercises
for each new skill presented,
this book begins with choosing a
handheld and "getting to know"
your new device. It then
progresses through downloading
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and installing software, using
charge capture and e-
prescription programs, Internet
and evidence-based resources for
your device, designing and
programming your own programs,
and going wireless. Written by
three experienced family
medicine clinicians, Handhelds
in Medicine is designed to
improve every day practice for
any busy health professional.
There are chapters written for
and by nearly every health
professional, including nurses,
physician assistants and speech
pathologists. Reviews of
handheld devices and websites
will be kept current at

www.handheldsinmedicine.com

Wireless All In One For Dummies John
Wiley & Sons
A beginner's guide to building fully
functioning web applications from
scratch using the latest features of
ASP.NET Core 3 and C# 8 Key
Features Get to grips with the new
features and APIs in ASP.NET Core 3,
EF Core 3, and Blazor Create web
APIs that integrate your applications
with other systems and services Learn
to deploy your web applications in new
environments such as the cloud and
Docker containers Book Description
ASP.NET Core is an open source
framework from Microsoft that makes
it easy to build highly efficient and
dynamic cross-platform web
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applications. Updated for the latest
features of ASP.NET Core 3, this
second edition will equip you with the
skills you need to build powerful web
applications. The book starts with an
introduction to ASP.NET Core and its
features, giving you a complete
understanding of the framework. You
will also learn how to set up your
development environment with Visual
Studio 2019 and build a fully
functioning application from scratch.
You'll then understand core concepts
for building web applications such as
Model View Controller (MVC),
dependency injection, and WebSockets.
As you advance, you'll discover how to
use Entity Framework Core 3 to
automate all database-related activities

for your application. You will then build
and document secure web APIs using
security best practices to protect your
web applications from threats and
vulnerabilities. Finally, you will learn
how to use Azure DevOps as a CI/CD
tool to deploy and monitor your
applications using Microsoft Azure,
Amazon Web Services (AWS), and
Docker. By the end of this book, you'll
have the skills you need to develop
efficient and robust web applications in
ASP.NET Core 3. What you will learn
Delve into basic and advanced
ASP.NET Core 3 concepts with the
help of examples Build an MVC web
application and use Entity Framework
Core 3 to access data Add web APIs to
your web applications using RPC,
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REST, and HATEOAS Create a fully
automated continuous integration and
continuous delivery (CI/CD) pipeline
using Azure DevOps Use Azure,
Amazon Web Services, and Docker to
deploy and monitor your applications
Secure your web application from
common attacks such as Cross-Site
Scripting and SQL injection Explore
client-side development using C#
Razor components Who this book is for
This book is for developers who want
to build modern web applications with
ASP.NET Core. The book will also be
helpful for anyone working in
infrastructure engineering and
operations to monitor and diagnose
problems during the runtime of
ASP.NET Core 3.0 web applications.

Although no prior understanding of
ASP.NET or .NET Core is required,
basic C# programming knowledge is
assumed.
Head First Mobile Web John Wiley & Sons
Popular for more than two decades among college
voice teachers and their students, this outstanding,
authoritative vocal pedagogy text is an invaluable
manual. It thoroughly examines the vocal problems
prospective voice teachers will encounter daily in the
teaching studio and choral rehearsal. The author’s
approach is a unique one, based in large part on
diagnostic procedures similar to those used by
doctors. As each vocal fault is presented, its
identifying characteristics or symptoms are stated, its
possible causes are discussed, and corrective
procedures are suggested. An especially valuable
feature is the book’s accompanying audio files
(available here for download) that contains 14 male
and female voice samples of the various vocal faults
discussed in the text, enabling students to better
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identify basic characteristic sounds associated with
each fault. Current and prospective choir directors
and voice teachers who need help in improving the
vocal sounds of choir members or students will find
this practical guide-book to be an ever-present help in
time of trouble.

Principles of Operating Systems
Scholastic Incorporated
Rose is a princess, a Cinder, and half-
human. She is the last one born of her
kind, and on her twenty-first birthday,
she must enter the woods and travel to
find her Prince, as her sisters did before
her. ". . . And we will all dance at the
Grand Ball," her sisters would always
say. But the Human servants are
keeping a secret that could prevent the
Cinders from reaching their Happily
Ever After....Hidden in Rose's dreams

and vision are the answers of the past
between Cinders and Humans, and she
is quickly running out of time trying to
solve their hidden messages. She
knows the answer lies in her first
clue--identifying an animal she has
never seen before--that persistent vision
of a furry white animal, holding a gold
metal object and exclaiming, "Oh dear!
Oh dear! I shall be too late!"
Better Learning Through Structured Teaching:
A Framework for the Gradual Release of
Responsibility ASCD
Link up, connect, or create a network-with no
wires attached! With such an amazing
abundance of electronic devices available in
our daily lives, wouldn't it be nice to eliminate
getting wrangled by all those wires? With this
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guide by your side, a team of technical authors
walks you through creating a network in your
home or office-without the expense and hassle
of stringing cable or paying a network
administrator. Eight self-contained minibooks
answer your questions about wireless devices
and wireless networks and address everything
from hardware security to wireless hobbies and
GPS. Clear, step-by-step instructions show you
how to link your TV, computers, PDAs,
laptops, TiVo, and sound systems to your
wireless network. Discover how to configure
networks and create a completely wireless
environment Incorporate various hardware into
your wireless network, such as notebook
computers, handheld devices, sound systems,
and printers Tackle common security issues and
best troubleshooting practices Learn all the
basics of wireless computing and how to make

it work for you With this book, it's easier than
ever to to create an office or home network on a
Windows platform. Don't be a bird on a wire-
become a part of a wireless world!
Technology Due Diligence: Best Practices
for Chief Information Officers, Venture
Capitalists, and Technology Vendors
VeloPress
The Wall Street Journal Bestseller! Updated
to include Steve Jobs's iPad and iPad2
launch presentations “The Presentation
Secrets of Steve Jobs reveals the operating
system behind any great presentation and
provides you with a quick-start guide to
design your own passionate interfaces with
your audiences.” —Cliff Atkinson, author of
Beyond Bullet Points and The Activist
Audience Former Apple CEO Steve Jobs’s
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wildly popular presentations have set a new
global gold standard—and now this step-by-
step guide shows you exactly how to use his
crowd-pleasing techniques in your own
presentations. The Presentation Secrets of
Steve Jobs is as close as you'll ever get to
having the master presenter himself speak
directly in your ear. Communications expert
Carmine Gallo has studied and analyzed the
very best of Jobs's performances, offering
point-by-point examples, tried-and-true
techniques, and proven presentation secrets
in 18 "scenes," including: Develop a
messianic sense of purpose Reveal the
Conquering hero Channel your inner Zen
Stage your presentation with props Make it
look effortless With this revolutionary
approach, you’ll be surprised at how easy it

is to sell your ideas, share your enthusiasm,
and wow your audience the Steve Jobs way.
“No other leader captures an audience like
Steve Jobs does and, like no other book, The
Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs captures
the formula Steve uses to enthrall
audiences.” —Rob Enderle, The Enderle
Group “Now you can learn from the best
there is—both Jobs and Gallo. No matter
whether you are a novice presenter or a
professional speaker like me, you will read
and reread this book with the same
enthusiasm that people bring to their iPods."
—David Meerman Scott, bestselling author of
The New Rules of Marketing & PR and
World Wide Rave
Sony CLIÉ For Dummies Oxford University Press
on Demand
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Fun projects and valuable content join forces to
enable readers to turn their wireless home network
into a high-performance wireless infrastructure
capable of entertainment networking and even home
automation Step-by-step instructions help readers
find, buy, and install the latest and greatest wireless
equipment The authors are home tech gurus and
offer detailed discussion on the next-generation
wireless gear that will move the wireless LAN
beyond computers and into telephony,
entertainment, home automation/control, and even
automotive networking The number of wireless
LAN users in North America is expected to grow
from 4.2 million current users to more than 31
million by 2007
The Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs: How to Be
Insanely Great in Front of Any Audience "O'Reilly
Media, Inc."
Are you getting the most out of your website?
Google insider and web metrics expert Brian
Clifton reveals the information you need to get a

true picture of your site's impact and stay
competitive using Google Analytics (GA) and the
latest web metrics methodologies. Which marketing
campaigns work best? How do you quantify their
success? What indicators should you track? Packed
with techniques and insider secrets not documented
elsewhere, this book has the expert guidance you
need to enhance your brand and increase your site's
ROI.
PC Magazine Springer Science & Business Media
'Winners Take All' is about building a product and
a company into a winner. Written by Tony Seba, a
high tech entrepreneur and Stanford University
lecturer, this book is an easy-to-read guide to the
strategies, tools, templates, and step-by-step
implementation frameworks that recent Silicon
Valley winners have used to achieve market
leadership. Seba, who teaches entrepreneurship and
strategic marketing looked at recent winners like
Google, Symantec, Netflix, Apple, Craigslist,
Salesforce, and compared them to the competition
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(Yahoo, McAfee, Sony) in order to learn what
differentiated these companies He found 9 really
simple rules that winning companies can follow. To
test the 9 Rules's predictive power, the author
published two portfolios. 18 months later the results
were compelling: 80% of the '9 Rules' companies
beat the market and the portfolio had a 57% return
(details: www.tonyseba.com). Winners Take All is
refreshingly free of buzzwords and consultant-
speak.
Wireless Network Hacks and Mods For
Dummies John Wiley & Sons
Kicksology is your all-access pass into the
fascinating, colorful world of running shoesand
what makes up a perfect pair of kicks. Sports
journalist and veteran shoe tester Brian Metzler
takes runners and kicksologists deep inside the $10
billion dollar running shoe industry with a behind-
the-curtain look at what makes iconic running shoe
brands tick. Kicksology follows a shoe from
inspiration to store shelf to show how innovative

ideas evolve into industry-wide trends and fads.
Metzler tours shoe labs where scientists advance our
understanding of shoes and running mechanics as
well as the domestic and overseas shoe factories
where the world’s favorite kicks are assembled. A
dedicated shoe nerd and running junkie, Metzler
shares his love of great shoes in this fascinating
look at the intersections of shoe culture and history,
science and storytelling, intel from the innovators
with on-the-ground insight from top runners.
Kicksology is filled with information as entertaining
as it is surprising, tapping into the passion runners
have for their kicks and feeding their curiosity about
what makes a great shoe.

Game On! 2018 John Wiley & Sons
Looks at how to create an effective mobile
Web page, tackling both technical and
strategic approaches to mobile web design
and including the latest development
techniques.
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The Dog Encyclopedia John Wiley & Sons
More than 250,000 students take the GMAT
every year. This title includes six full-length
practice tests in the book and six more on
the CD-ROM. It contains a special section
on choosing the right MBA program,
getting admitted to the top business schools,
and surviving in school.
McGraw-Hill's GMAT Food & Agriculture
Org.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on
technology, delivering Labs-based,
independent reviews of the latest products
and services. Our expert industry analysis
and practical solutions help you make better
buying decisions and get more from
technology.
About Face 3 IGI Global

Due diligence conducted around technology
decisions is complex. Done correctly, it has
the power to enable outstanding positive
outcomes; done poorly, it can wreak havoc
on organizations, corporate cultures, and
markets. Technology Due Diligence: Best
Practices for Chief Information Officers,
Venture Capitalists, and Technology
Vendors develops a due diligence
framework for anyone resolving technology
decisions intended to help their business
achieve positive results. This essential book
contains actual case studies that incorporate
the due diligence methodology to assist
chief information officers, venture
capitalists, and technology vendors who
wrestle with technology acquisitions
challenges on a daily basis.
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Business Review Weekly Hassell Street Press
The essential interaction design guide, fully
revised and updated for the mobile age
About Face: The Essentials of Interaction
Design, Fourth Edition is the latest update
to the book that shaped and evolved the
landscape of interaction design. This
comprehensive guide takes the worldwide
shift to smartphones and tablets into
account. New information includes
discussions on mobile apps, touch
interfaces, screen size considerations, and
more. The new full-color interior and
unique layout better illustrate modern
design concepts. The interaction design
profession is blooming with the success of
design-intensive companies, priming
customers to expect "design" as a critical

ingredient of marketplace success.
Consumers have little tolerance for websites,
apps, and devices that don't live up to their
expectations, and the responding shift in
business philosophy has become
widespread. About Face is the book that
brought interaction design out of the
research labs and into the everyday lexicon,
and the updated Fourth Edition continues to
lead the way with ideas and methods
relevant to today's design practitioners and
developers. Updated information includes:
Contemporary interface, interaction, and
product design methods Design for mobile
platforms and consumer electronics State-of-
the-art interface recommendations and up-to-
date examples Updated Goal-Directed
Design methodology Designers and
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developers looking to remain relevant
through the current shift in consumer
technology habits will find About Face to be
a comprehensive, essential resource.
The 9th Symbol International Pub &
Training Limited
From the industrial revolution to the railway
age, through the era of electrification, the
advent of mass production, and finally to
the information age, the same pattern keeps
repeating itself. An exciting, vibrant phase
of innovation and financial speculation is
followed by a crash, after which begins a
longer, more stately period during which the
technology is actually deployed properly.
This collection of surveys and articles from
The Economist examines how far
technology has come and where it is

heading. Part one looks at topics such as the
“greying” (maturing) of IT, the growing
importance of security, the rise of
outsourcing, and the challenge of
complexity, all of which have more to do
with implementation than innovation. Part
two looks at the shift from corporate
computing towards consumer technology,
whereby new technologies now appear first
in consumer gadgets such as mobile phones.
Topics covered will include the emergence
of the mobile phone as the “digital Swiss
Army knife”; the rise of digital cameras,
which now outsell film-based ones; the
growing size and importance of the games
industry and its ever-closer links with other
more traditional parts of the entertainment
industry; and the social impact of
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technologies such as text messaging, Wi-Fi,
and camera phones. Part three considers
which technology will lead the next great
phase of technological disruption and
focuses on biotechnology, energy
technology, and nanotechnology.
First Draft of a Report on the EDVAC
Pearson Education
Jones and Bartlett Publishers 2011 Nurses
Drug Handbook is the most up-to-date,
practical, and easy-to-use nursing drug
reference! It provides accurate, timely facts
on hundreds of drugs from abacavir sulfate
to Zyvox; concise, consistently formatted
drug entries organized alphabetically; no-
nonsense writing style that speaks your
language in terms you use everyday; index
of all generic, trade, and alternate drug

names for quick reference
The Future of Technology John Wiley & Sons
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of America,
and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this
work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a
quality reading experience, this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that
seamlessly blends the original graphical elements
with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process,
and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
IPT's Crane and Rigging Training Manual
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McGraw Hill Professional
Shows users how to make the most of Sony's
popular Palm OS PDA, the CLIE Sony holds
the second largest share of the U.S. PDA
market-12.1 percent Guides new and
intermediate users through the all the latest
CLIE features and functions, from using
Graffiti and working with Microsoft Office and
PDF files to scheduling appointments, checking
e-mail, and beaming data Covers cool
multimedia features such as taking digital
photos, producing slide shows, recording and
watching movies, transferring music, and
creating reminders using the built-in voice
recorder Written in a friendly, accessible style
by PDA guru Denny Atkin, Editorial Director
of Handheld Computing magazine
Mobile Unleashed Lavoisier
The authors introduce Proto-Indo-European

describing its construction and revealing the people
who spoke it between 5,500 and 8,000 years ago.
Using archaeological evidence and natural history
they reconstruct the lives, passions, culture, society
and mythology of the Proto-Indo-Europeans.
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